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Extremely rare first Monopoly Deluxe Edition of 1937.n It was made for the French market by Miro of Paris. Indeed, the circulation of this copy was extremely small - 12 copies, no more. But it was still the first first edition, and the book consists of only three countries. The first two articles in Monopolie are written in the book, oral stories from Mark Teller, around the history of the
creation of the game, how he came up with it and what he wanted to achieve from it in order to play this game.This includes this passage: â€œI mean, at some point I had the idea to create a game that would not only suit our own style. If I were alone, then maybe I could write a good, bright and scary story, but in a team of fifteen people it is always difficult to write a great story. In this
regard, the founder of the Simulator studio came to my aid. At the meeting, which was devoted to the Monopole game, improvisation exceeded all expectations. For the first time, ideas received mathematical treatment. Often I would sit at my desk in front of a map and make notes on a calculator, then type them out on a typewriter, and then distribute them to people. I sat at the table,
wrote and pressed keys, and when it was done, people looked at me with wide eyes and asked: â€œAre you doing this?â€�. This is a very powerful illustration of creativity. We, artists, must constantly work with mathematics, because. number series is one of the most powerful visual techniques that should be paid special attention to. So how do you create the game of your dreams?
The third article is an excerpt from Mark Teller's memoir "My First Monopole" (the beginning of the translation of Mark Teller's memoirs in the form of the head of the history of Electronic Gaming Monoplay Inc., a subsidiary of EGM). (part one of the article by Konstantin Simirenko - "Scenarios for Grand Prix Monopard games") So, Mark Teller tells the story that turned his life

upside down, and which was the inspiration for his work: I developed an interest in Monopoly coins. At that moment I received my diploma and understood that I was in trouble with hiring. Colleagues offered me a position as a computer specialist in his new company. Crom
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